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Development of Form

Gestalt Theory is the focus of
the project called Development of
Form. This theory is the concept
that a complex interplay is
present between the object that is
perceived and the visual stimuli.
In other words, the mind has
developed strategies for making
sense of that which is confusing
or unrecognizable.
The brain groups similar items
together based on shared
characteristics. It also discerns
between the foreground and the
background of an image in order
to comprehend the object of
focus. The groups formed between
similar items and figure-ground
prove to be very useful in design.
Strong groupings create stronger
Gestalt and therefore create
stronger unity within a design.

the main concern was finding
indiscernible images that prove
to be interesting. Uniqueness
and balance were also important
aspects to consider.
By re-sizing, stretching, and
rotating letters, the balance
between figure and ground
was achieved. From the thirtysix studies, variations of F and
G were selected as the final
two letterforms.
The original studies were modified
by tracing and manipulating the
letterforms by hand and then
scanning them back in. Changes
were then made to the digital
studies to match the scans. The
modifications used created a
better balance between the figure
and the ground and the letters
were changed in an effective way.

Thirty-six letterform studies were
assigned and two were selected for
the refined presentation. When
initially creating the letterforms,
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Development of Form

F
Harrington Regular was the typeface chosen for the letterform pictured above. The figure

The letterform pictured above was set in the typeface called Futura Medium. The thick, bold

was first stretched and reversed in order to eliminate recognizability. The top and the curve

lines were reversed and the letter was rotated. The white arms of the F break up the black

in the bottom corner were slightly modified and the g was also rotated, making the form

in a way that resembled windows. Therefore, the final F letterform contains rounded arches

more ambiguous.

where the square black shapes used to be.
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Symbol Generation

The Symbols Generation project
asked students to come up
with one typographic, one
pictographic, and one abstract
symbol. These symbols were
meant to visually represent
the each student as a designer,
as well as reflecting the
student’s personality.
Students were initially asked
to come up with a series of
descriptive words to help give
inspiration. Words that came to
mind were reliability, cleanliness,
hard working, insightful, timely,
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observant, team-worker,
and determined.
A series of ninety thumbnail
sketches was the second step
in the project. Above are a few
of the thumbnail sketches that
played a part in the final selection.
The final symbols were expected
to work together as well as
independently. Initial symbols
were digitally developed and
reviewed. Three symbols were
finally chosen and modified to
their final forms.
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Initial typographic symbols progressed from monogram designs to those with negative

The final typographic symbol showing the negative space left by the letters m and B is

space. The left column pictures original typographic work. The aspen tree became a

shown above. The aspen branch on the left was chosen for the final pictographic symbol

focus for pictographic symbols because it represents determination, a key word being

representing the whole aspen tree by showing the leaves that are so iconic of the aspen. The

represented. The middle column pictures initial variations of the aspen tree. The right

final abstract symbol contains energy as well as symbolizing teamwork through the coming

column shows preliminary abstract symbols. Floral designs developed after being

together of the petals is shown on the right.

inspired by the triquetra, a Celtic symbol.
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Sequencing

Project 3, called Sequence and
Rhythm, involved placing multiple
photographs next to each other
and developing connections by
rhythmic progression through
the end of the series. Every panel
of the sequence was required to be
a different photo. The photographs
had to be black and white and
should contrast with one another.
The goal was to lead the viewer
from one page to the next in a
logical and consistent way.
The photo that inspired the
sequence was the fourth image in
the series; it depicted a pathway
leading into a dark tunnel. The
walls in the photo seemed to
be spiraling, providing further
intrigue. The spiral staircase
portrayed, in the tenth image,
built off the spiraling tunnel
photo. The repetition among these
photos provided a connection
throughout the piece. The focus of
the rest of the sequence was strong,
architectural, analytical lines.
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Sequencing

Above is the first half of the final series of images in the Sequencing project.
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Project 3

Sequencing

Above is the second half of the final series of images in the Sequencing project.
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Motion

The preliminary thumbnails of the Motion project are pictured above.
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Project 4

Motion

The project called Motion used an
animation program called Adobe
Flash. Students were assigned to
compose a SWF animation using
the visual representation symbols
created in the Symbol Generation
project. It was required that the
animation include motion and
sound. Similar to the symbol
project, the animation was to
reflect the student’s personality
and their approach to design.
The animation created in this
project included the abstract
symbol and the typographic
symbol. The abstract resembles
a flower object and represents
creativity and teamwork.

The animation was meant to
convey an energetic and lively
atmosphere with the abstract
symbol coming together, rotating,
breaking apart and morphing into
the typographic symbol.
The song chosen for this
animation was Giant by Vampire
Weekend. Giant features an
introduction section with
trumpets and an energetic
beat. The introduction section
was solely used for this animation
because it portrayed the feeling
that was desired for the project.

Images of finals SWF file showing the process of the animation.
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Communication

Priliminary designs of the Communication poster are shown above. They focus on the architecture
of Richard Meier. The original title that was eventually eliminated was Eclipsing Architecture.
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Project 5

Communication

Project 5 in Form and Concept
was to design a poster for an art
exhibition displayed at the Des
Moines Art Center. The exhibition
was to promote the architecture
of the Art Center and highlight
the three architects who designed
their own sections of the building.
In order to prepare, students
were given literature about the
architects and photographs of
building. The chosen architect
of this project was Richard Meier.
Meier had the difficult job of
building around the preexisting
architecture of Eliel Saarinen
and I. M. Pei.
This challenge inspired the
original title for the exhibition,
Eclipsing Architecture, that was
eventually eliminated. Meier was
chosen for this project because
he used curvilinear lines in
his architecture, which created
interesting formations on the
exterior of the building. His
designs were drastically different
from the contributions of the
other architects
Final Communication poster on Richard Meier. Title, bottom rectangle, and text placement
were adjusted.
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Colophon
This book has been designed
by Meghan Berry, under the
direction of Catherine Dreiss,
as part of the course Form and
Concept at Drake University in
November and December of 2012.
It was designed using Adobe
InDesign CS5.5 on a Macintosh
computer. The type was set in
Goudy Old Style, a type designed
by Fredrick Goudy in 1915. The
captions were set in Helvetica Light,
a type designed by Erich SchultzAnker and Arthur Ritzel in
the 1960s.
The principals utilized to
design this book are based
upon those employed by Josef
Müller-Brockmann (Grid
Systems in Graphic Design) and
Jan Tschichold (The Form of
the Book) This book has been
produced in an edition of two.

Meghan Berry
December 11, 2012
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